
Why 360 Propel?

360 Propel™ provides individuals with an accurate picture of how their behaviour and skills are perceived by 
the people they interact with at work. 

The comprehensive feedback report then helps them to understand how their behaviour contributes to their 
own personal effectiveness and how they impact the effectiveness of others, both within their organisation 
and with external stakeholders.

360 Propel‘s highly flexible and customisable functionality will 
make your 360 process quicker and easier to administer than 
ever before.  

Set Up and Go!
360 Propel is ‘ready-to-use’, containing over 200 questions 
based on a&dc’s 35 proven competencies.  Just select the 
combination you need, tell us who you want to participate and 
you’re ready to go!

Fast Administration
a&dc will help you build the questionnaire to suit your needs and then administer the complete 360 process for you.  
We send out the invitations, emails and reminders, so all you need to do is wait for the completed individual feedback 
reports to arrive in your inbox. As a cost effective alternative, you can also choose to manage the invitations yourself.

Effortless Customisation
360 Propel has been designed with the customer in mind, so if you already have your own competencies and your own 
questions - no problem.  We can upload your preferred content onto our platform almost instantly or you can work with 
our experienced consultants to map our tried and tested questions onto your own competencies. 

Tailored to your Needs
Simple text changes to competencies, reminders, invites, questions, rater groups, rating scales and development guides 
can be quickly and easily undertaken.

Enhanced Branding 
To ensure a seamless interface with your HR processes, we can also customise the appearance of your questionnaire and 
feedback report to reflect your branding requirements.

Consistency
Because 360 Propel is based on our popular range of 35 competencies, it’s easy to integrate with other a&dc competency 
based assessment tools to ensure a comprehensive and consistent feedback process. 

Exceptional Client Support
Our experienced consultants and Client Services team can provide as much help as you require to make sure your 360 
project runs smoothly every time.
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Using 360 Propel
With 360 Propel, a development feedback programme, performance review 
process or development programme/ learning intervention evaluation can be 
quick and simple to set up.  Our highly professional team will work with you to 
set up the questionnaire to your specification.  The highly customisable format 
allows you to make quick decisions on competencies, questions, scales and rater 
groups, meaning a project can be specified and launched within just a few hours. 
Unless you choose to manage the project yourself, we will then administer the 
process on your behalf ensuring all milestones and deadlines are met. 

Personal Development Planning
Done well, 360 feedback challenges the recipient’s perceptions of their skills and performance and provides the 
motivation to change.  The 360 Propel feedback report contains a personal development plan as standard.  The report 
recommends key areas on which the individual should focus their development, whether it be to take a strength to the 
next level or to address a development need or blind spot that is hindering overall performance. Saville Consulting Asia 
Pacific can support this through individual feedback sessions and ongoing one to one coaching.

360 Propel’s flexible functionality also means we can provide comparison reporting, such as producing a second 
feedback report to help participants evaluate how much progress they have made against their Personal Development 
Plan since receiving their initial report. Group reports are also available on request. 

Feedback Report 
The feedback report has been developed specifically with one to one feedback in mind.  Individuals can easily see 
differences in perceptions and identify what the key points for development are.  The clean report design and user 
friendly format make the questionnaire results simple to understand and easy to feed back and act upon. 

Containing all the data you require to prioritise strengths and development needs, the report is available for you to 
download and print whenever you need it.  The report includes:

     • Importance Summary - Optional        
     • Overall Competency Ranking
     • Competency Rating Summary        
     • Detailed Question Ratings
     • Additional Open Comments - Optional        
     • Top 10 & Bottom 10 Behaviours

Ongoing Personal Development
We can also provide our proven Development Options Toolkit, which contains practical suggestions to help participants 
develop any of their chosen competencies. Working from these suggestions, individuals can build a tailored action plan 
that will positively support the achievement of their personal development objectives.  

Contact Us

Telephone:   + 27 11 327 7387
Email:    mad@macgroup.co.za 
Web:  www.madmac.co.za

360 Propel is a development tool from a&dc.  For more 
information or to purchase 360 Propel, please contact us on:

     • Question Ratings - Top 5 & Bottom 5 by Rater Group      
     • Blind Spots - Underused and Overused     
     • Personal Development Plan
     • Importance and Competency Priorities - Optional       
     • Development Options Guide - Optional      


